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PROVIDING  TRADESPEOPLE  
WITH  GREAT  TOOLS  SINCE  1885

OUR  TIRELESS  FOCUS  ON  
QUALITY  AND  INNOVATION

Henry Goldblatt dreamed of creating a successful business, and his entrepreneurial spirit  

brought him from Russia to America. At age 30, he founded the H. Goldblatt Tool Company  

in the booming frontier town of Kansas City, Missouri. Henry decided to start a tool  

catalog to promote his business and get his name out there. It worked. By the 1920s,  

Goldblatt was a leading manufacturer and distributor of tools from the eastern shores of  

the United States all the way to the mountains of the west.

Part of what made Henry Goldblatt successful was his desire to work with tradespeople  

to understand their needs and the challenges they faced on the job. He used this knowledge  

to create high-quality products that made work easier for them at fair and honest prices.

We’re carrying on Henry’s legacy by committing to quality, innovation, and customer  

satisfaction each and every day we go to work. Today, in more than 100 countries worldwide,  

Goldblatt provides high-quality tools and products for concrete, masonry, tile, drywall,  

and paintwork. We firmly believe that tradespeople deserve the best tools for building,  

and that these tools should be fairly and affordably priced. If at any point a Goldblatt tool  

doesn’t meet a customer’s expectations, our Goldblatt Guarantee means we’ll offer a  

replacement or a refund – no questions asked.

Henry would be proud of how we’ve stuck to our roots, and how far we’ve come.
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Pro Philadelphia Brick Trowel  
Our pro Philadelphia brick trowel features a one-piece  
drop-forged blade that ensures long-lasting durability  
and premium performance. This trowel is the ideal  
tool for laying block because it’s designed to hold  
more mortar than a London trowel.

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard  
 and mallet-function end  

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G06973 11 1/2 x 5 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

Pro Pointing Trowel
Our pro pointing trowel is designed for scraping,  
digging, and repair work, and is constructed from a  
single piece of high-grade tool steel for  
lifelong performance. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

Pro Margin Trowel
Our pro margin trowel is your best choice for patch  
jobs, hard-to-reach areas, and spreading thinset.  
The one-piece drop-forged blade offers the highest  
level of strength and durability. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G06976 7 x 3 Red / Soft Grip 

G06977 5 x 2 1/2 Red / Soft Grip 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G06981 6 x 2 Red / Soft Grip 

G06982 5 x 2  Red / Soft Grip

MASONRY TOOLS
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Pro London Brick Trowel
Our pro London brick trowel is the best choice for  
applying mortar between layers of brick, stone,  
and concrete block. The trowel blade is forged from  
a single piece of high-grade tool steel, so you can  
depend on its premium performance for life. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard  
 and mallet-function end

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G01689 12 x 5 1/8 Red / Soft Grip 

G06972 11 1/2 x 5 Red / Soft Grip

G01691 11 x 4 7/8 Red / Soft Grip

G01690 10 x 4 5/8 Red / Soft Grip

Pro Tuck Pointing Trowel
Our pro tuck pointing trowel is designed to make  
tight mortar jobs quicker and easier. The trowel blade  
is forged from a single piece of high-grade tool steel,  
so you’ll have this premium tool for years to come. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

•  Comfortable soft-grip handle with finger guard

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE

G01685 5/8 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G06985 1/2 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G06986 3/8 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G01679 1/4 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G01678 3/16 x 6 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

MASONRY TOOLS
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Philadelphia Trowel
Our Philadelphia trowel is the right choice for laying  
block because the sturdy carbon-steel blade is  
designed to hold more mortar than a London trowel. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

•  High-strength two-piece welded blade 

Pointing Trowel
Our pointing trowel is perfect for patching cracks  
and shaping joints in brick, stone, and concrete block,  
and is available with either our comfortable soft-grip  
handle or our contoured hardwood handle. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• High-strength two-piece welded blade 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G09348 7 x 3 Red / Soft Grip 

G09323 7 x 3 Tan / Wood

G02728 5 1/2 x 2 3/4 Red / Soft Grip

G06023 5 1/2 x 2 3/4 Tan / Wood 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G06114 11 1/2 x 5 3/4 Tan / Wood

G01651 11 x 5 1/2 Red / Soft Grip 

G06021 11 x 5 1/2 Tan / Wood 

MASONRY TOOLS
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Narrow London Trowel
Our narrow London trowel is ideal for applying  
mortar between layers of brick, stone, and concrete  
block. The high-strength two-piece welded blade  
is taper ground for proper balance and flexibility. 

• Constructed of heat-treated and tempered  
 high-carbon steel

• Available with soft-grip or hardwood handle

Margin Trowel
Choose our margin trowel for patch jobs, hard-to-reach  
areas, and spreading thinset. The high-carbon-steel  
blade is heat treated and tempered for superior strength. 

• High-strength two-piece welded blade 

• Available with comfortable soft-grip or contoured  
 hardwood handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G01622 12 x 5 1/8 Red / Soft Grip

G06016 11 1/2 x 5 Tan / Wood 

G01620 11 x 4 7/8 Red / Soft Grip

G01618 10 x 4 5/8 Red / Soft Grip

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G09336 6 x 2 Red / Soft Grip

G02727 5 x 2 Red / Soft Grip 

G06983 5 x 2 Tan / Wood 

Gauging Trowel
Our gauging trowel is constructed of high-grade tool  
steel for long-lasting durability and strength. Choose  
this tool for a variety of jobs, including mixing or “gauging”  
small amounts of mortar or quick-setting plaster. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility 

• High-strength welded blade

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G09349 7 x 3 3/8

MASONRY TOOLS
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Buttering Trowel
Our buttering trowel is designed to help you create  
the perfect surface when finishing mortar or concrete.  
The blade is carefully taper ground for the ultimate  
in flexibility and balance.

• High-strength two-piece welded blade 

• Ergonomic hardwood handle

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G09341 7 x 4 3/8

Cross Joint Trowel
The high-carbon-steel blade of our cross joint trowel  
makes it the ideal tool for numerous professionals,  
from cement finishers, brick masons, and asphalt pavers,  
to tile setters, plasterers, and drywall craftspeople. 

• Precisely taper-ground blade for perfect balance  
 and flexibility

• High-strength two-piece welded blade

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G09354 4 3/4 x 1 3/4

MASONRY TOOLS
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Bucket Trowel
Our popular bucket trowel helps you pick up and  
spread mortar quickly and easily, with a precisely  
taper-ground blade for superior balance and flexibility.

• Diagonally cut blade for easy use in a mortar box  
 or bucket

• High-strength two-piece welded blade

Aluminum Hawk
Our aluminum hawk is designed with a grain finish  
and circular grooves to prevent material from sliding,  
so jobs go more quickly and smoothly. Constructed  
of tempered heavy-gauge hard-rolled aluminum  
with smooth edges and round corners to prevent injury.

• Sponge-rubber callus preventer included

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.)

G01126 7 1/2

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) HANDLE 

G05031 13 x 13 Red / Soft Grip 

Brick Hammer
The exceptionally well-balanced design of our brick hammer 
includes a larger hammer face and a wider blade to meet the 
demands of the toughest jobs. 

• Drop-forged from high-grade tool steel

• Extra-large contoured hardwood handle 

MODEL NO. WEIGHT (OZ.) 

G06993 20

MASONRY TOOLS
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Rub Brick
Use our fluted silicon carbide stone rub brick for  
dressing down concrete and newly cut tile, or for  
removing marks. The contoured soft-grip handle  
increases comfort and minimizes fatigue. 

• 20-grit brick

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) GRIT / TYPE 

G06956 6 x 3 x 1 20 / Fluted 

G06168 8 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/2 20 / Fluted 

Grout Bag
Easily hold and dispense grout or mortar with our  
rugged grout bag, which is constructed of high- 
strength fabric-backed vinyl. The removable metal  
tip makes using and cleaning the bag effortless.  

• Metal tip: 3/8 in.

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06992 23 1/2 x 14

Skate Wheel Joint Raker
Our durable skate wheel joint raker includes  
specially hardened large-diameter wheels and an  
easy-grip handle to make removing extra mortar  
fast and easy. The hardened nail is adjustable to  
achieve various depths. 

• Overall width: 3 in.

• Aluminum handle: 8 1/2 in.

MODEL NO.

G01210

MASONRY TOOLS
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Masonry Brush 
Our multipurpose masonry brush with long-wearing  
plastic bristles can be used for any job, from masonry  
and brick to tile and stone. 

• Hardwood block and handle

MODEL NO.

G06989

Brick Tongs
Our professional-grade brick tongs are easy to use,  
and they adjust to carry between 6 and 11 bricks at  
once, saving you time and labor. Made of a lightweight- 
yet-rugged metal alloy that won’t damage bricks. 

• Heavy-duty construction 

MODEL NO.

G11280

Adjustable Aluminum  
Line Stretchers 
Use our adjustable aluminum line stretchers to achieve  
the perfect line for laying masonry courses. Our line  
stretchers work on blocks from 4 in. to 12 in. – just loosen  
the wing nuts and move the bolts to adjust.

• Packaged in pairs

• Constructed of quality cast aluminum

MODEL NO.

G01248

MASONRY TOOLS
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Nylon Mason Line 
Our #18 nylon mason line has built-in elasticity,  
so it maintains tension and eliminates sagging.  
Abrasion- and alkali-resistant, the four solid bright  
colors of our nylon mason line make it easy to see,  
so you can create perfectly level masonry work. 

• Braided line tested up to 120 lb.

• Twisted line tested up to 90 lb. 

• Choose from four colors

MODEL NO. COLOR TYPE 

250 FT.

G11239 Fluorescent Orange Braided

G11255 Fluorescent Pink Braided

500 FT.

G11234 Fluorescent Orange Braided

G11233 Fluorescent Yellow Braided

G11231 Fluorescent Pink Braided

1,000 FT.

G11218 Fluorescent White Twisted

Convex Brick Jointer
Our rugged convex brick jointer is smooth finished  
and well balanced, so it’s easy to use and creates  
perfect half-round sunken or rodded joints. Each end  
of our jointer creates a different-sized joint, helping  
you carry fewer tools in your bag. 

• Hard tempered for extra durability 

MODEL NO. END SIZES (IN.) 

G01165 7/8 and 3/4

G01162 3/4 and 5/8

G06988 5/8 and 1/2

G06987 1/2 and 3/8

MASONRY TOOLS
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Wood Line Block Pair  
Our wood line blocks are made of select hardwood  
to last longer. Use with our nylon mason line to get  
perfect guidelines on every job. 

• Sold in pairs 

MODEL NO. SIZE (IN.) 

G06991 5 1/2 x 1 x 1 

MASONRY TOOLS
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goldblattusa.com


